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Abstract
Building the new electronic community to serve our new needs of using linguistic data, we continue to look for better ways of storing informational resources and smarter ways to use localization materials, software profiles, medical instructions or legal documentation. We have entered the new digital era where it is needful for applied linguists and translators to acquire the needful skills for writing and publishing their e-dictionaries in order to use with other compatible systems. In order to work with data flow we are going to test the publishing systems, which are likely to help translators to compile their personal dictionaries based on e-texts or corpora. The idea of testing the open source systems has a wide perspective for applied linguists and translators. This skill will enable them to develop their HTML schema or work with available templates without changing the available code while making their e-dictionaries.
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1. Introduction

The reason why we are aiming at testing e-dictionaries is the new digital era we have entered. Therefore, we continue to build the new electronic community to serve our new needs of using and storing linguistic data, we continue to look for better ways of learning foreign languages and better and smarter ways to translate various documents (localization materials, software profiles, medical instructions or legal documentation, etc.) without wasting time on the current translation bearing in mind the previous elaborated versions, stored into our translation memory.

The idea of creating huge and small dictionaries was formulated by the European lexicographic tradition. Having history from the 16\textsuperscript{th} century, the arrangement of vocabularies, they didn’t know yet what the stench of lexicography was, they rooted out pre-existing materials, reconsidered, they saw them in the past, and they themselves gave rise to papery vocabularies and digital analogs [13]. From the 16\textsuperscript{th} century onwards, dictionary writers, who did not yet know they were lexicographers. All this time the publishers and printers helped to publish and innovate paper dictionaries and what we call “their digital counterparts of today” [13]. Some legacy dictionaries, great encyclopedic dictionaries and other old books were an enormous source of knowledge. From time to time writers tried to give their opinions, which were the signs of the worldview of that time.

Dictionaries contain lexical and encyclopedic information and provide a window into the past. What is important is that they contain the needful information of the language change. We have the...
access to the European heritage in the digital era. Such resources as BNC [1] and the electronic corpus-based platform SketchEngine provide information about dynamic change of the languages and give the opportunity to study the online resources that can be accessible for free and on the pre-paid basis. Such projects as LandLex (legacy dictionaries) and Lexonomy (platform compatible with SketchEngine that enables compiling personal dictionaries) [4, 6].

The corpora can give a wide range of opportunities to go into deeper analysis of key words, key words in the context and add huge linguistic data to your own dictionary automatically. It is the time when all paper books are no longer in need. The information must be searchable online and the new dictionaries may be shared and demonstrated in the web. So we are letting old books rest in peace and go to new e-dictionaries era which is very demanding for the visualization of your linguistic data. The nowadays linguists are to be ready to format and make their dictionaries public. They are ready for experiments in compiling their dictionaries in order to find better format for their informational content.

The applied linguists work with data sets and acquire the needful skills for tools for writing and publishing their e-dictionaries. In order to work with data flow they are to test the publishing systems, which are likely to help them to compile dictionaries based on e-texts or corpora. The idea of testing the open source systems has a wide perspective for students and it will enable them to develop their HTML schema or working with available templates without changing the available code while making their e-dictionaries [6].

Understanding today’s needs, the systems of electronic dictionaries are developing and the new products show progress of their experiment. In addition, it is popular to use open-source dictionaries in order to make more and more people get used with encoding formats and other technical information that can be given and demonstrated in the most computationally accessible form. The new look at the linguistics data and electronic template flexibility allows us to make entries adding them to the existing HTML schema which can be shorter or longer or rearranged [4].

Today we must think about the variety of codes and languages to use for the data flow, in our case for compiling linguistic data into electronic dictionaries. We are living our lives in the age where paper formats are no longer in need. It all concerns the era of digitalization and the focus on the distance learning and electronic tools to make our life stepping the higher level. The advancement we are making may be demonstrated on screen while we are uploading the lecture material on applied linguistics using available resources [1, 10, 11, 15].

The new activity, which we are aiming at large scope of linguistics, studies including diachronical studies of the languages. As corpora gives access now to the electronic data of the historical heritage, the applied linguists can do modern and historical dictionaries, including thesaurus and etymological features if they wish to.

What is good about electronic format is that it can be easily transformed into paper format. As far as Latex tool, it gives the opportunity to prepare your own dictionary using the existing templates. In addition, LandLex has developed a new electronic vocabulary E-Lex, which can be integrated into the SketchEngine environment and can be integrated based on corpus dictionaries [1, 2, 4].

The electronic vocabulary E-Lex is the result of sensitive robotic programs, which demonstrated new ways of processing corpus data, which can help you develop new electronic vocabularies. Developed by help of programmers, it can be used by the wide range of users.

Today is a good day for new ways of handling data that can be helping in developing new e-dictionaries. As we approaching the electronic era as we serve better solutions in our lexicographical practice, notably in handling issues as flora and fauna. The cross-linguistic diachronic analyses carried out within electronic dictionaries have allowed us to experiment with new models such as European Roots. It has allowed us to develop new analytical methods for looking at image data using CAQDAS, and then full digitalization using TEI XML. Multilingual lexicographical prototypes are offered as
means of making lexical variation apparent, of making information available without imposing a single language as a hub [13].

2. **Electronic dictionaries: insights into the problem of creating e-dictionary**

The problem of increasing the possibilities of electronic lexicography is becoming relevant. Applied languages may appear, as you can use electronic dictionaries, you can create your own vocabularies on the basis of existing tools as for an independent test, so that you can use online, you can use provide access to your resource.

We are constantly learning new words and the personal e-dictionary is just a new way of storing your information. It is your small or huge electronic database, electronic dictionary in *Lexonomy* or your *Latex dictionary* (electronic pre-formatted *tex* version ready to *pdf* printing). It is possible to make your own schema based on what you plan from your dictionary. You are to find and use the tool you need at the current moment and compile the modern electronic resource.

Electronic dictionaries can be created manually and on the basis of various corpora. In the prepaid version of *SketchEngine* there is an opportunity to generate e-dictionary automatically. As it is associated with a sketch grammar that allows verbs’ word sketches to be arranged by argument structure in Sketch Engine. The word sketch ideally it would comprise million-word corpora that have been PoS tagged in recent years [7], also additional corpora, huge and small are creating from scratch [8].

The information is mapped onto the entry template, which is arranged by argument structure. As template is ready to use we go to *Lexonomy* page (https://www.lexonomy.eu/), a free dictionary writing software closely connected with *Sketch Engine*.

*Lexonomy* allows users easily to edit entry templates that can be auto-populated with information from a corpus hosted on Sketch Engine [4].

*Lexonomy’s* out-of-the-box configuration allows language learners to scroll up your examples from a *Sketch Engine* corpora from individual example slots in each entry. This practice requires lexicographers to manually select and add the examples to the entries, which is time consuming. We might find illustrations from the available corpora and add them to the entries slots, which may be the good option. Still, if we need some help in advancing our dictionary, the assistance of the *Sketch Engine* team will be ready for the reasonable fee.

2.1. **The European lexicographical tradition**

Large and small dictionaries are works that have formed the European lexicographical tradition and become a source of knowledge and inspiration. Beginning in the 16th century, dictionaries who did not yet know they were lexicographers processed reference materials, considered, published, and innovated, and thus spawned paper dictionaries and their modern digital counterparts [13].

The problem of studying the possibilities of electronic lexicography remains relevant. Applied linguists must learn how to use electronic dictionaries, create their own dictionaries on the basis of existing tools both for independent use and with the possibility of location on the Internet, with access to the work of a translator who can access the dictionary in a cloud environment.

2.2. **The translation systems compatible with e-dictionaries**

Modern translators work with electronic databases of linguistic data, acquiring the necessary knowledge and skills, mastering new tools for compiling and publishing their electronic dictionaries. To work with electronic data, future professionals need to understand what a modern electronic dictionary should look like, test tools for generating electronic dictionaries, and create their own electronic dictionary.
We refer to translation systems that have such capabilities as the most modern and those that should be useful to a freelance or team translator. In the first stage, translators should test electronic systems, which are likely to help them compile dictionaries based on electronic texts or corpora. The idea of testing open source systems has a wide perspective for students, and this will allow them to develop their own html-scheme or work with existing templates without changing the existing code when creating their electronic dictionaries.

The purpose of our investigation is to describe the results of testing electronic lexicography systems that can be integrated into the corpus environment or compatible with machine translation systems, the popularity of which is gaining momentum. The required skills will be useful for creating glossaries of various structures, which allows their further use for each specific project.

Basic skills include the ability to create electronic dictionaries based on existing templates and diagrams, edit the e-dictionary, the ability to add new terms and the use of additional dictionaries in machine translation systems such as Wordfast and Trados, which are located in a cloud environment. Basic skills also include the acquired skills to upload your dictionary to exchange terminology with other translators, colleagues, freelancers. The cloud environment itself allows the accumulation of large terminological databases that can be created and corrected instantly, and the changes will be saved on the cloud.

3. The ABBYY Lingvo family of electronic dictionaries

The most well-known electronic dictionaries include translation systems by ABBYY LINGVO. These dictionaries are designed for both desktop and mobile devices, which is an indispensable offline help for the modern translator. The ABBYY Lingvo dictionary will be useful for those who translate or teach English, German, Spanish, French and other languages. The professional version includes all available thematic dictionaries on economics, law, medicine, oil refining, mechanical engineering, etc. The ABBYY Lingvo family of electronic dictionaries contains additional built-in authentic monolingual dictionaries (e.g. Collins Cobuild) with up-to-date English vocabulary.

The system helps to get high-quality and instant translation, which is expected by most modern users. All you have to do is hover over an as yet unknown word in a letter, movie subtitle or pdf file. From the translation window, you can quickly add the word to the application, as well as view the transcription or listen if you wish. It is important that the application helps to memorize new words.

You can now expand your vocabulary with the universal ABBYY Lingvo Tutor program. The user can enter the meaning of an unknown word (e.g. Eng. bully), enter its translation (e.g. укр. бульер), as well as regularly replenish their electronic dictionary with other terminological and neological units. To make this process more efficient, the application contains ready-made dictionaries of basic vocabulary for English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese. The lexical items in these electronic dictionaries are presented by frequency of use and thematically sorted (business vocabulary, weather, authenticity, etc.).

In today’s world, where there is constant access to the Internet, it is indispensable to use vocabularies located in cloud environments. Multitran’s cloud dictionary with the ability to enter your own terms can be useful for translators who use the translation base to check the accuracy of the translation of terms from different subject groups.

The modern world forces us to look at lexicographic data in a new way. Lexicographers are experimenting with new ways of presenting information. We find Lexonomy a very useful tool. As Michal Měchura states:

Lexonomy is a web-based platform for writing and publishing dictionaries. Its mission is to be an easy-to-use tool for small to medium-sized dictionary projects. In Lexonomy, individuals and teams can create a dictionary, design an arbitrary XML structure for the entries, edit entries, and eventually make the dictionary publicly available as a ‘microsite’ within the Lexonomy website. Lexonomy exists in order to lower the barriers of entry into modern born-digital lexicography.1 Compared to other dictionary writing systems and it requires no installation or set-up, expects no knowledge of coding or programming, and is free from financial cost. It is simply a website where lexicographers can sign up and start working [6].

Reversing a bilingual dictionary, as it has already been discussed by Michal Měchura and other scholars [5], we follow the tendency to work with electronic lexicography [4, 6]. However, it will be interesting to follow the process of compiling a simple bilingual dictionary, just gradually. In the figure 1, we show how entries are added from the existing template (the Figure 1).
During the compilation of the dictionary, we are adding the translation into the sense area. The manual work takes time, but the result will be satisfying. If you are using SketchEngine tool the speed of compiling your dictionary will be higher at least at the first step – entering new entries. What is good about the automatically compiled entries, we do not need to do too much manual work. We may set the number of entries and the source, then the system will add entries from SketchEngine database (which is really huge) to your Lexonomy dictionary (the Figure 2).

The perfect template that was elaborated by the team of programmers makes your dictionary look really astonishing. No paper dictionaries can be compared with pre-formatted and designed electronic dictionary (the Figure 3).
The customer can format the existing template using the embedded option. Step by step your dictionary is growing (the Figure 4).

Figure 3: Lexonomy platform: English-Ukrainian pairs

As we add new words, they are listed in an alphabetical order and there is an option to add the transcription pattern, which can be useful for learning EFL. The headword is the word we are entering, then we can select the part of speech and sense. The sense can be used for making a monolingual dictionary, then all the sense

Figure 3: Lexonomy dictionary
explanation goes in English. Alternatively, we may use the sense explanation to give translation in Ukrainian. The second option needs more time but we find it more useful for translation studies.

**Figure 5:** Lexonomy dictionary makeover

The making it over you can add different color for the interface of your vocabulary in order to satisfy your taste (the Figure 5).

4. **Electronic data for creating the corpus-based registry of the Lacunicon Syncet**

The idea to create a dictionary of lacunae has been implemented by the providing the corpus-based study of lacunae and crating the register of the Lacunicon – the Lacunicon Syncet. As the Lacunicon Syncet is the register of lacunae, it was important to classify (taxonomic approach), model and mind map (cognitive approach), make a procedure chart in the corpus-based Lacunicon Syncet organization (the corpus linguistics approach). So we have compiled the terms and illustrations into three main endozones (language-semiotic, communicative-translational and cognitive-synergetic endozones), which have cross reference in five clusters, namely (paradigmatic, syntagmatic, panchronistic, cultural, cognitive clusters of lacunicon register).

The Syncet of Lacunicon (the semantic synonyms register) has slots which are presented by shell words and context free words of Lacunicon, which has 5 facets clustering and 3 basic endozones. In the Syncet of Lacunicon register, there are alphanumeric sorting, concordance show and glossary illustrations in the manner those terms of lacunology are illustrated vividly in COCA, BNC and WordNet [1, 2, 15].

4.1. **The Lacunicon Syncet design, ways of its verification**

The Lacunicon Syncet was designed in order to show the register of lacunae in the way of a corpus-based library. The lacunae were verified and selected manually to be put into three main endozones by the cognitive scenario Language-Speech-Cognition. The slots for shell words (e. g. dried up plurality) were illustrated by context free words (e. g. scissors).

We have implemented the Soundex algorithm [9] by Roget’ Thesaurus among other approaches to achieve greater variation of Lacunicon Syncet. The idea of building the semantic dictionary as WordNet we are
considering as the vivid and open source method. In addition, the Latex templates may be useful to compile a small staring register of the Lacunicon Syncet.

4.2. Dataset of Lacunicon register: main stages

The data comprised the Lacunicon Syncet register created by several stages. The first stage of Lacunicon Syncet register is the procedure scheme comprising main lexicon of the Lacunicon Syncet (i.e. the developing working term) by terms and descriptors: making of the Lacunicon Syncet in slots (for shell words and context free words of the Lacunicon register), POS (parts of speech), ABC (the alphabetical sorting), alphanumeric sort, clustering, endozones classification, concordance show, gloss example (the Figure 6).

The Lacunae Model is in the mind map Language-Speech-Cognition as LACUNA-GAP-ABSENCE. The second stage of presenting the core of the Lacunicon register is the lexicographical data resulting in syncet of lacunae as shell words as H. Schmidt proposed to name abstract words of lacunicon. The third stage of the corpus-based Lacunicon is verification of the basic terms in ISO databases [10], COCA [2], BNC [1]. The fourth stage of Lacunicon Syncet analysis as the terms of the corpus-based lacunicon register showed the Semantic similarity of Lacunicon Syncet and the basic terms of the lacunicon register are illustrated by frequency rate.

Figure 6: The Lacunicon Syncet
As the Figure 7 shows, the Latex (LaTex system for document preparation with Tex distribution) template has enabled us to prepare the preformatted document relating to the Lacunicon project comprising lacunar terms built on the existing schema, provided by the Latex online Overleaf project.

Agrammatic speech is speech in which there is a lack of grammatical structure, such as the absence of grammatical morphemes and function words [Carroll, David 1999, p. 383].

Agraphia is characterized by the inability to write [Carroll, David 1999, p. 383].

Aphasia is an aphasia characterized by the inability to comprehend written or printed words [Carroll, David 1999, p. 383].

Ambiguity is a property of language in which a word or sentence may be interpreted in more than one way. See also deep-structure ambiguity, lexical ambiguity, and phrase ambiguity [Carroll, David 1999, p. 383]. Sentences like [a] and [b] are ambiguous: [a] What annoyed John was being ignored by everyone. [b] He likes entertaining guests. Sentences that have different meanings have different deep structures; therefore, ambiguous sentences must derive from pairs, or even triples, quadruples, and so on, of different deep structures which become alike in surface structure through undergoing certain transformations [Wardhaugh 1972, p. 133].

Ambiguity. The property of having at least two distinct meanings for example, seal, criminal lawyer, and "He likes entertaining guests" are all ambiguous [Wardhaugh 1972, p. 203].

Anaphora is a linguistic expression that refers back to prior information in discourse [Carroll, David 1999, p. 383].

Anaphora is a reference to something that has already been mentioned through a process of substitution. For example, did too in I said it and he did too avoids the repetition of said it [Wardhaugh 1972, p. 203].

Anaphoric reference is a form of reference cohesion in which one linguistic expression refers back to prior information in discourse [Carroll, David 1999, p. 383].

Arbitrary [language as arbitrary] as term in the definition does not mean that everything about language is unpredictable, for languages do not vary in every possible way. It means that we cannot predict exactly which specific features we will find in a particular language if we are unfamiliar with that language or with a related language. There will be no way of predicting what a word means just from hearing it, of knowing in advance whether or how nouns will be inflected, or of saying whether pronouns will fall into any particular pattern. Likewise, there will be no way of predicting exactly which sounds will occur, of knowing what the ratio of consonants to vowels will be, or of saying whether the nasal passages will be involved in the production of certain vowels. It languages were completely unpredictable in their systems, we could not even talk about nouns, verbs, pronouns, consonants, and vowels at all. However, linguistic systems are not completely unpredictable: all the phenomena mentioned in the previous sentence will be found in any language we choose to examine, taking different realizations, of course, in different languages. For example, the process of deletion, that is, the permissible omission of a part of a sentence when that part can be predicted from what remains [Wardhaugh 1972, p. 5].

Assertion is a communicative act in which a person draws the attention of another person to a particular object—for example, a child showing a toy to an adult as if to say This is mine. Assertions may be made through words or gestures [Carroll, David 1999, p. 384].

Assimilation is a phonological process in which one speech sound is replaced by another that is similar to sounds elsewhere in the utterance

Figure 7: The Latex Dictionary
5. The Academic implications

This study is the academic research, which has a perspective plan and can be implemented in the further studies of translation studies (e-dictionaries), corpus-based analysis (applied linguistic studies), and finding better ways to format and show off your dictionaries online, also we seek for better ways to eliminate lacunae (as unknown words) in texts, corpora for making better taxonomies, dictionaries and open internet libraries for linguists and scholars willing to participate in the project Lacunae Gloss and Lacuna Syncet.

The further analysis will be directed towards creating Lacunicon Glossary using F. Mittelbach [7] approach to TEX procedures (also, using Latex templates); upbuilding the Lacunicon Syncet register; creating a database of Lacunicon Syncet library.

6. Discussion section

Modern translators and applied linguists are to be ready to work with different linguistic data and prepare electronic dictionaries to use and share. In order to give insights into the grounds of electronic lexicography we were aiming at having given the outline of new possibilities and modern tools. Thus, we are working on with electronic libraries having given a smooth start to test e-dictionaries from Lexonomy family and Latex templates in order to build and properly format dictionaries using existing templates and accessible libraries. In term of their professional work as translators, the ability to create the personal dictionary will help to use corpus possibilities in creating their personal libraries of translation memory files and specialized dictionaries compatible with translation systems such as Wordfast and Trados.

7. Conclusions section

The linguistic profession tends to be a bit updated in order to understand that coding can be helping in creating personal templates and libraries. We are concluding that electronic lexicography is our future. The ability to try and create a e-dictionary is a needful skill to add to resumes of professional translators and applied linguists. In our study we have showed how easy steps will lead to building the personal portfolio that must be electronic, comparative and beautifully formatted. As for the perspective, our students, the applied linguists will be able to demonstrate the success in the integration of linguistic data with help of various different tools and formal languages. Also, in the future we do hope they will learn how Latex environment cooperates with Python. We do hope to create a system of compatible format including tex, tmx, txt, pdf and other formats for cloud instruments to satisfy the needs of would be professionals.
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